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R~ent finm.cial new~ has concentrated. to a great degree, ,on the . .rather. extraordinary 

"l'ally in the bond marKet and the concomitant strength in stocks. It is possible for a skeptic 
to point out. first of all. that the bond-market rally was hardly all that extraordinary consid
ering the oversold position in which senior securities found themselves at the beginning of 
last month. It can also be suggested that the accompanying rally in equities which has moved 
the DJIA. BOme eight percent above its September 25th low has hardly been that dynamic in 
Hght of the fact that conventional wisdom has been assuring us for most of 1981 that an im
proving bond market was all that was necessary to unleash stock prices on the upside. While 
all this has been going on. this letter. the priBOner of its own technical bias. has been saying 
Httle or nothing about interest rates and has been concentrating upon a number of entirely 
different aspects of the stock market scene. It is possibly worth recapitulating some of those 
aspects. 

The Four-Year Cf.cle. As our readers know. we are believers in the four-year cycle, 
-and we think the only p ausible current interpretation of that cycle is that the last major 
stock-market bottom was seen in March.1978. Once this hypothesis is accepted. a peak and 
the onset of a bear phase some two and a half years after the low becomes highly likely. The 
Standard. Poors 50o-Stock Index did indeed peak in November, 1980 and the Dow-Jones In
dustrial Average followed six months later. achieving its high in April, 1981. Both averages 
have since posted proximate-20% declines, thus achieving the threshold normally used to 
identify bear markets. All the major averages posted their lows on September 25th and have 
not exceeded those lows since. The question. therefore. that we will be living with for BOme 
months is whether the cycle which began in March. 1978 ended in September. 1981. Such an 
interpretation would not be totally implausible based on the historical record. but a later term
ination date. ssy sometime in the Spring of 1982. would possess a higher degree of likelihood. 

The Dog That Did Nothing in the Nightime -- or the Missing Selling Climax. As noted 
above. s four-year cycle low occuring in September, 1981 would not have been totally out of 
line with the historical record. However. such lows tend to be accompanied by identifiable 
climactic action. The means of identifying selling climaxes verge on the esoteric. and they 
have been reviewed at BOme length here. Suffice it to say that. in our view. such a climax 
did not manifest itself in late September or early October. 

The Subsequent Base. Given the lack of climactic action. it would have been totally 
unsurprising had the market. after a short pause in September-October, shortly turned around 
and moved to new lows. This.of course. is precisely what it has not done. Instead, most 
averages spent the Fall forming short-to-intermediate-term base formations. In the case of 
the broader-based indices. such as the S • P 500 and the NYSE Composite, these bases were 
completed by early November. The pattern for the more widely-followed Dow-Jones Industrials 
lagged behind. and the bsse apparently did not complete itself until a breakout took place last 
week. Despite the time disparity. the current base patterns for most averages seem to call for 
advances in the area of 15% from their respective lows. This would involve upside targets of 
960 for the Dow. 131 for the S • P and 75 -for ihe NYSE Composite. 

The Overhead Supply. Were the targets mentioned above to be achieved, almost all the 
averages would have moved up to the areas of massive overhead supply. supply formed by a 
year's worth of trading between Summer 1980 and Summer 1981. It is, of course, possible that 
a move through this supply could be staged with a minimum of difficulty. It does not, how
ever. seem approp.ria:fe to suggest that this is the most likely eventuality. 

It is the above combination of factors that has caused us to view the current market 
with BOme skepticsm. If the market is indeed able to demonstrate broad rallying power as the 
supply is reached. we would. of course. be forced to admit that that skepticism was ill-founded 
and resume our basically positive long-term attitude toward equities. If this is the case - if. 
in other words. September 25 turns out to have been a cycle bottom --- we shall have missed a 
portion of the ensuing move. It is a risk. given the currently available guidance that we are 
willing to assume. 
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